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:16 Claims- (Cl- 2757-1131) 

The present _invention relates to games o_f skill and « 
more particularly to a. simulated war rgame apparatus in 
whioh" the .hazards of ohanoe are .minimized by player 
ehoieeiseleetion, planning, and strategy .Asmany‘oîi the 
complexities of 4I_nodern warfare are simulated in the game 
as practical without exceeding appropriate requirements 
of memory, understanding; and skill of a .social 4oontest 
The genéral .Class of wat gaines 'to which _the subieot 

invention relates _is eharaeteriaed Yby the well-known ,gaine 
of ohess- Although ehess is of prehistorie origin; an 
tignitv does not hide its military basis- .Its employment 
`ld‘ngs. queens, bishops, lmight's, eateries.. and pawns hav 
ing individual oharaeteristie'nioyement about on a eheelrer 
hoard playing .tield of 64 «squares lClearly identiliesthe 
warfare simulated arehaie-` .1.1.1 spite 'oi 'the obsolete 
eharaoter oi the warfare .represented, ehess has remained e 
popular through the Centuries and .modernly p „wn 
inevery civilized Country of the world .in „substantially 
identical .form ' ` 

¿it is 4an Vobject ofthe present invention .to provide an improved simulated wargame 
day counterparts incorporated. 
Another object is to .-proyide 5cl simulated war game 

apparatus in. . .hieh playing pieees are movable over e 
Playing ¿field representatiyepi ,. .e wide areas .oi military 
eonniet involved in dern war 3„11- e- mountainons 
vregierte,plains,,sea . dthel 
~l-‘hrother obìeet is to rovide .sminlated gaine in 

whioh `the ee'onomie .faetors of metiera .variare .tind e eonnterpart 
.Another obieet is „to provide .a game in Àwhieh is pro 

vided a plurality oi goals »or ,objeetivea attaining of 
aîiliy one .of whiehstigniiies victory .for the player attaming 
t ev oel. " ' ` 

„Ágnother .objeot is ,to provide game in hieh .players 
lhave a wide variety of playing _responsf ' 
ample responsihilities .similar .to those of 
manpower ,direotorsa 
foree generalsand th 

`Anorl~1er obieot 
playing neld .for 

. ee. in. 
rrny generals., navy 

.is to provide .a ‘board 4.een.stituting a 
rnoyahle p „ees a .game which divided into a pl. ‘lity .of àtr'aets including' playing „spaoes 

o_f predetermined „ape .and ’ 
to theirnespeetive tracts, 
Anothe? objeot .is „to-provide in leombinat-,ion with a 

îboard .oi .the ehafrao r .deseiihed in Athe preceding 
...graph playing pieoes w. hy =the shape ̀of ,portions 

thereof _identity the .traet .eonstitnting .their larea oi play 
and by shapes of portions thereof., .elr movement shar 
aeteristiesin .relation ̀ totheir playing „spaces 
i .Another-object ,is .to provide, .in 'a game employing a 
lso~ .rdeonst ting. „a Aplaying field, aplhrality «of types of 
playing pien ., ...ny .orall _of a -giyenftype of which tney-be 
en_...rrently .moved a ,single'step .during a single play. 

'Another object is to provide' a plurality xof ,playing 
pieces in a game of the Aehnrsoter ldeseriped in which „by 
eombining predetermined .of ,pieces the feomhined 
piecesaremovahleiunitarily. 

' lp_¿kriolthet‘ objeotis tto proyìdeafplurality of individually 
movable fplaying p__ieces which are lassociable in .order to 
acquire yadditional.movement capabilities. 
AAnother .,obj‘e’ct tis eiïectlivel-y to Isimulate modern _day 

warfare instrumentalities -in aïsimulated ~war Egame; Asumc'jli 
as -movahle and immovable pieces, toontmnnieation army units, minor land major mechanized or tank units, 

ordered arrangement îenigme 

. .. . . wh varions obsolete _; 
characteristics of warfare are eliminated and thelr modèern 
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eargo ships, minor and maior lighting air eretti saper 
bor?bs simulating atom bombs"and"hyg^r9gep bombs, 
.blockade areas, neutral land areas obtainable hy genauest, 
budgets, and the like- " 
Another o_bJ'eet is to provide a gamein whieh the handi 

capping of partieipants .for .Competitive purposes oon 
veniently atoom .lished- ' 

Qther| obíeots and advantages .are vto provide .improved 
elements and .Combinations oi elem in a d 
war game apparatus of the ._ohargeter and „. . . 
posesset forth» ‘ 
" Other objects and advantages will heootne apparent lin 
the subsequent desoription "' the speoiiieatipnl " 

rIn the drawings: 
-Fig- 1 is a perspeetive view of a game 'board Yr.nhotlylng 

prineiples of the present invention .and showing 'î 
on a variety of playing pieees .and areas subsequently trated in greater partieularity.- ' » 

Fig» 2 is an edge elevation .of ,the board shown in lFigt 1. '.Fig- 3 is a plan view of .the playing boardÄoi-Figîs- "l 
and 2. ' ' ' 

.Fig- 4 is a perspective view o_f an artny unit playing piece; 
‘Fig 5 is `a fragmentary plan view of a land trant ,of 

:_ the playing .hoard showing .an .army unit .thereon and 
illustrating _typical movements ._thereof.~ 

.Fig ..6 is .a perspe ive view of a meohaniaed `.or lighttenlt, plyingîpleoe.. 
n*Fig 7 is a fragmentary plan view .of .a portion of .the 

land traet .ot .the playing' :board illustrating oharaeterlstie 
movements oi .the minor .rneohenized unit playing piege 
thereon- , 

.Fig ß ,is a perspeetiye view of a maiorîmeehanized nuit, 
y,r ....avy .tanta playing pieee showing .a plnrality of 
unit playing pieoes rele'a'slably mounted therein 

fig. 9 isf .a iregmentary .plan view of -..the',land trant of 
the playing .board illustrating. Johernster.isti.o moves of fthe 
maior meehanieed. ' playing piece. 
.n.Fig» 19 .a perspeetiye view .of a eargo ship playing 

Riese.- , ' ` ` 

ìFig- ,1.1 .1s .a ,fragmentary plan viewof >asea traet fof v„the 
playing board illustrating .oharaeteristio movements of .a 
eergo shipíplaymg p oe shownthereon 

,1.2 .is a pers tive view of aminor fighting ship 
, . ting a -.eount.erpart `tor `destroyer 

ese‘orts, destroyers, light eruisers» and >the .like oeeupied 
by amanpower ‘ " 

','liig- 1.3 .is a ,fragmentary .plan view of the .seat trapt 
illustrating eharaeteristio moves of a minor righting ship 
playing pieoeshown thereon ' ' " Y 

rFigÁi‘ .l4 Ais .a perspective view of a maior righting ship 
playing pieee .eonstituting a counterpart for `hattle‘shipls., 
heayylerhisers, andthelike ' ` ' ` " 

¿F.ig» 41.5 is .a n.fragmentary plan view of the .sea traet 
illustrating .eharaeteristie «movements of .the majorlighting 
ship playing pieoeshownthereon- " " l' 

iFig- .lo .isa perspeetiye view of a communication line 
playing piede. ' " ' «Figi 1.7 iis 4a fragmentary pla-n view .of the land .traet 
showing employment .of La eommunioation line play 
ing pieee ,made possible .by the oooupation of'adiaoent 
portions of »the .land tract by varmy unit >playing pieces 
_tFig 1,8 is a perspective view ,of a land basé playing 

prese 
.Fig- Y1.9 .is a fragmentary plan view ̀ ot .the land traet 

showing the employment of a .land hase playing pieee 
made possihle „by arrangement of feommunieation line 
playing pieces in circumscribing relation thereto. ' iEivg, ¿Otis aperspectiyegviewof a seafbase ,p_layingipiece. 

gF‘ifg. `24,1 Y.is dil elevationof a .Combined sea rhaselplaying 
pieoe and a pair „of .minor righting ship playin'g'pieoes ar 
ranged‘in supporting relation thereto and afoeompanied 
by Ja .third minor lighting ship playingpieee required as 
aneseort .foroertain types'ofplay- ’ ’ ’ H A' 

Eg. 22 is a perspective View of an 
piece. ' ` 

AFig. A25 is va fragmentary .plan ,viewïof the sea tract/and 
land”tract showing ,the .employment ,of ,a land Abase Mand 

airoreft playing 

epmrnunication .lines thereon :melting possible fthe-use of 
en aireraftiplayingpieee- 'i ` ' " 

Fig. 24 1s a perspective view of a removable land plat 
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positionable for the duration of a game on a selected por- v 
tion of the land tract. 

Fig. 25 is a perspective view of the reverse side of the 
removable land plat from that shown in Fig. 24. 

Fig. 26 is a fragmentary plan View of the land tract 
demonstrating employment of a pair of plats shown in 
Fig. 24 thereon. 

Fig. 27 is a fragmentary plan view of the land tract 
fragmentarily showing a base playing piece thereon,`an 
aircraft playing piece, and a superbomb playing piece. 

Referring in greater detail to the drawings: 
While a single embodiment of the subject invention is 

illustrated in the drawings and 'that embodiment subse 
quently described herein as involving land areas, sea areas, 
bases, weapons and other appurtenances to modern war 
fare, it is to be understood that in its broader aspect the 
subject invention is not limited to the representation or 
simulation of the specific elements of the game inasmuch 
as playing pieces simulating other appropriate weapons 
and the like are comprehended within the scope of the 
invention. Much of the interest of the game lies in the 
selective purchase of the tools of warfare and the stra 
tegic and tactical positioning and movement thereof for 
attack and defense purposes. Although a speciiic form 
of the game is described in detail, it will be obvious that 
various modifications may be made therein to simplify or 
to increase the complexity of the contest as the ability 
of players may require. Further, although the game is 
described as played by a pair of contestants, the num 
ber of contestants is not fixed and any greater number 
within reasonable limits may be accommodated by form 
ing teams or by arbitrarily designating additional bases 
from which to operate by the employment of the remov 
able plats shown in Figs. 24 and 25. 
A board constituting a playing field for the game of 

the present invention is indicated generally at 30. The 
playing area of the board is divided into a pair of con 
tiguous tracts 31 and 32. The track 31 is representa 
tive of land terrain and for descriptive convenience is' 
referred to herein as a “land tract.” The tract 32 is 
representative of Seascape (or sea area) and for de 
scriptive convenience is referred to as a “sea tract.” 
The land track 31 includes a plurality of equilateral 

triangular plats 35 which are preferably raised on the 
board 30 and conveniently formed by gluing or other 
wise at'îixing triangular members of sheet material there 
to. For reasons soon to become apparent, the plats'are 
preferably approximately one-sixteenth of an inch thick. 
The plats are grouped in hexagonal and fractohexag 
onal areas 36 each consisting of a plurality of laterally 
adjacent triangular plats each of which has a corner 
contiguous with a corner of every other plat of its re 
spective area. It will be obvious that any desired num 
ber of areas may be employed. Fractohexagonal areas 
are utilized adjacent to an end of the board, if> desired. 
Space on the board 30 adjacent to the land tract 31 
not occupied by land areas may conveniently be utilized 
for game instructions, not shown. The adjacent plats 
35 of each area 36 are of visually distinguishable color 
or shading, diametrically opposite plats of each area of 
the same color or shading, and adjacent plats of adja 
cent areas of the same color or shading. The areas are 
arranged in adjacent spaced relation with adjacent sides 
of adjacent plats of adjacent areas in parallel spaced 
relation defining a receiving channel 37 therebetween. 

Movable plats 39 of the same size and shape as the 
plats 35 are shown in Figs. 1, 24 and 25. The movable 
plats are mottled or otherwise distinguishably designated 
on one side to represent mountainous terrain and cross~ 
hatched on the opposite side to represent an industrial 
site. As subsequently described, the use of the movable 
plats 39 is agreed to by the players before the game 
begins. ' 
The sea tract 32 consists of a plurality of substan 

tially square zones 41 arranged in checkerboard rela 
tion in longitudinal and transverse alignment. The 
zones adjacent to the land tract are of slightly modified 
shape to tit the edge of the land tract and provide con 
venient movement between the tracts of certain playing 
pieces qualified to accomplish such movement. Longi 
tudinally and transversely adjacent zones are of dis 
tinguishable color or shading and the diagonally adja 
cent zones of the same color or shading. 

In addition to the plats 35, the land tract 31 also 
includes a pair of seaport plats 43 at opposite sides of 
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the board. The seaport plats are adjacent to the-*sea 
ltract 32 and a seaport constituted by each plat and the 
portion of the sea tract immediately adjacent thereto. 
A pair of spaced home bases 45 are indicated on areas 

36 of the land tract preferably adjacent to opposite sides 
of the board 30. The home bases conveniently comprise 
three adjacent plats of a single land area and represent 
a starting point for the initiation of play by a player and 
a goal for an opponent. Unlike chess, wherein the game 
is terminated by checkmating a movable piece called the 
king, the game of the present invention is terminated 
by the occupation of either an opponent’s home base or 
seaport in a manner subsequently particularized. 
As an attribute of modern warefare, a portion ‘of the 

channel 37 in a predetermined position, as at 46, is 
designated as a blockade area and four mutually adja 
cent zones 47 in the sea tract designated as blockade 
areas for nautical playing pieces. The four sea block 
ade zones 47 are preferably edgewardly extended from 
the other zones of the sea tract to provide defense possi 
bilities and an island area 48 including a hexagonal as 
semblage of land plats 35, as previously described is 
located adjacent to the edge of the sea zones 41 coter 
minous with the sea blockade zones 47 as shown in 
Figs. l and 3. _ 
By extending the sea blockade zones 47 endwardly or 

longitudinally of the board 30 from the sea tract 32 and 
substantially centered transversely of the board, playing 
convenience is facilitated and a pair of rectangular 
spaces 49 made available at opposite sides thereof. The 
spaces 49 provide convenient location of a budget ac 
counting area. Each space provides a plurality of par 
aliel rows of aligned bores 50. Budget expenditures are 
tabulated by the insertion of a pcg 51 in a bore designat 
ing total expenditures made during the game by each 
player. It is preferable to provide ten bores in each line 
indicative of ten purchase units which consistent with 
modern warfare expenditures may each represent ten 
billion dollars thus making available to each player a 
total budget of three hundred billion dollars for the con 
test. 

Playing pieces 
The simplest and perhaps most important movable 

playing piece of the game of the instant invention is the 
personnel playing piece 55 illustrated in Fig. 4 repre 
sentative of a unit of manpower Whether employed as 
soldiers, sailors, marines or civilians. For descriptive 
convenience these playing pieces are referred to herein 
as manpower units. structurally, the manpower units 
55 each consist of an equilateral triangular bottom por 
tion 56 of sheet material which is of the same or smaller 
in size than the plats 35. Centrally of the bottom por 
tion a post 57 is integrally upwardly extended for conven 
ience in manipulation and association with othery subse 
quently described playing pieces. 
A plurality of light tank or minor mechanized unit 

playing pieces 60 of the form illustrated in Fig. 6 is 
provided. These pieces each consist of a bottom por 
tion 61 having a length greater than the length of a side 
of a plat 35 and less than twice such length. The bot 
tom portions 61 are adapted to rest upon pairs ot' adja 
cent plats of the land tract 31 as shown in Fig. 7 and 
have opposite end portions which are pointed to corre 
spond to the opposite angles of the adjacent triangular 
plats. It will subsequently be seen that the end portions 
of the bottom portions of various playing pieces suggest 
the tract of the board on which they are employed. The 
edges of the pointed ends of the bottom portion 61 are 
preferably in substantially 60° angular relation to con 
form to the 60° corners of the plats 35. A body 62 of 
a form suggestive of an army tank is rigidly mounted 
longitudinally of the base 61 and serves both to identify 
the piece as a light tank as well as to provide convenient 
grasp for movement. 
A plurality of heavy tank or major mechanized unit 

playing pieces 65 is provided of the form shown in Fig. 8. 
The heavy tanks each have bottom portions 66 of the 
size and shape of the bases 61 of the light tanks 60 and 
are positioned on pairs of adjacent plats, as shown in 
Fig. 9. An elongated bifurcated plate 68 is mounted 
on the bottom portion 66 in elevational spaced rela 
tion thereto as on a spacingV block 6_9. The heavy tanks 
are adapted to receive as many as two manpower units 
55 with the bottoms 56 thereof ~slidably received between 
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the plate. 68 and the bottom portion 66 with the posts 
57 upwardly extended between the bifurcated. portions 
of the plate. Iuasmuch as the heavyy tank pieces are 
regarded as immovable unless occupied ‘by at least one 
manpower unit, it will be apparent „that the heavy tank 
is not able to function except when the post 57 of one 
or more army pieces is upwardly extended therefrom 
providing> grasping convenience for manipulation. 

's 

A plurality of cargo ship playing pieces 7,2 of the form -. i 
illustrated ín Fig. >10 is made available. Each cargo 
ship piece has an elongated hull 73 of a length greater 
than the length of a sidel of the zones 4i and less than 
the diagonal dimension of the zones. Cìpposite ends of 
the hull are pointed to `fit diagonally 
of the zones and thus ̀ /l'nave edges in «90° relation as dis 
tinguished from the 60° relation of the edges of the 
pointed ends of the manpower units and the tanks 60 
and 65. The ‘hull portion has a pair of erect plates 74 

il) 

opposite corners t - 

mounted longitudinally thereon in parallel spaced rela- - . 
tion and of a silhouette suggestive of the superstructure 
of a ship, as shown. The cargo ship pieces move only 
diagonally on the zones v41 thus ‘both ends of the hull 
portions thereof are pointed to tit the corners of the 
zones. 

A minor or light fighting ship playing piece is -i‘llus 
strated at 78 in Fig. 12 and a pluralityl thereof made 
available for each player. This piece has an elongated 
hull 79 and an upwardly extended transversely disposed 
inverted 'V-shaped superstructure '80. They minor fighting 
ship pieces are of a length less than the length of a side of 
the zones 41 so as to be positionable within a single 
zone either longitudinally, transversely or diagonally of 
the board. `Inasmuch as the minor fighting ship vpieces 
:are movable longitudinally, transversely and diagonally, 
one end ofthe hull portion is provided with a "90° »point 
suggestive of movement diagonally of the square .sea 
zones and the opposite end thereof squared, as shown, 
suggestive of movement `across any .side of the square 
zones. 

A ̀major yor heavy ̀ fighting :ship playing piece is »shown 
in Fig. 14. ‘This piece is adapted tto rest on ¿pairs of 
`adjacent zones, llongitudinally or transversely lof ¿the 
‘board only, and is Vmovable only ̀ llong-itudinally or :trans 
versely of the board. It >will be noted that .consistent 
with the provision of bottom portions and 'hulls of the 
playing pieces suggestive of each piece’f‘s Vplaying area and 
.direction of movement, each of the «major ship pieces ¿is 
provided with va substantially rectangular hull 8.4 of ua 
4length greater than the side of a zone ̀ but ¿less `than twice 
that "dimension Aand has squared Aopposite -end portions. l 
An «erect »transversely disposed 'inverted V-_shaped -super 
¿Struct-,ure ~85 yis upwardly extended from .each ¿hull por 
'tion 84. 

‘The manpower units 55, light tanks i.69, fcango ,ships 
72, and aircraft 93 are divided into sets which are lgiven 
distinguishing color «or :other lconvenient identifying desi g 
nation so that opponents may readily distinguish between 
¿their pieces. inasmuch -as the fheavy .tanks V65p, theminor 
fiighting yship pieces 78 .and the major fighting .Ship pieces 
83 are inoperable »unless occupied 'by a manpower .unit 
455 »they do not require distinguishing color by sets but 
lmay ‘be »given such color _if desired. The .manpower units 
ycarried thereby impart set or player »designating- color 
thereto. ' 

Communication ‘line pieces 87 .of a lengt-h A»twice .that of 
sa side .of a pla-t 35 are provided in the lform shown in 
Fig. -16 uwhich may be -titted between adjacent areas 36 
_of the land tract 31. :Each .of the .communication pieces 
»has two integral portions in 120° ~angular relation .and 
is provided with ,pointed oppositely .extended ends .and a 
notched juncture of the lportions ‘for convenience 4in .as 
sembling a vplurality .of ̀ such pieces -in .interconnected lie 
lation .between .the areas. 
A .plurality `of base _playing .pieces .89 of sheet .mate 

r‘ial of the same Vsize and shape as the areas 36 is pro, 
vided. When .an .area `3.6 is .completely .surrounded by 
communication lines .8.7 and each plat 35 thereof .oc 
cupied .by arnanpower ,unit 5.5, a .base ,may .be ypurchased 
-bya .player .andsuperimposed .on the area, ,as shown in 
Eig. 19, toattain certain playing advantages. 

. „A .movable sea .base 9.0 .is shown in Eig. ,20 .consisting 
.cfa hexagonal .member .of sheet vmaterial of .the .same 
size and .shape ̀ as the land base VK89 but ’having .a p_air _of 
elongated, ltransversely aligned slots '9;1 .formed >therein 
«in tdiametric .relation _to .the piece. The sea .base iis Ein 
'operable except when combined with two minor ’fighting 
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ship pieces 78 and accompanied by 'a thi'rdas an escort. 
The base and the ships are combined as shown in Fig. 2i 
by arranging a pair of the ships in parallel relation on a 
single zone and íitting the base downwardly over the 
superstructures 62 thereof which extend upwardly through 
the sea base and support the same in elevated~ position. 
The combined sea vbase 90 and minor fighting ship lpieces 
78 simulate an aircraft carrier in the game, Kwhich accord. 
ing to the rulesv subsequently discussed, must be accom! 
panied by a minor lighting ship piece 7.8 as an escort yto 
be movable. '  

Aircraft rpieces 93 .are operable from the land. .bases 
89 to attack any adjacent land area 36 to destroy .all 
enemy Pieces thereon and are operable from any „sea 
base» 9,0' to sea zones in any direction from the zone on 
which its combined fighting ship pieces 78 are rested. 
The aircraft pieces may be of any yconvenient construe. 
tion and preferably are of aform .Suggestiyeof 4an airplane.; 

I-n order to impart »terrain `probitèlîns ‘t0 the game ,0f 
the present invention', a plurality of optionally employed 
vremovable plats 39 are provided of a lsize and `shape 
identical -to that A,of the plais @ne side of each of 
the movable plats is mottled or otherwise »marked to sig,. 
nify mountainous terrain and the opposite side thereof 
cross-hatched or otherwise identified -to represent :an lin 
dustrial site.  

.When the removable plat-s 39 are employed to indicate 
mountainous terrain, the contestants agree before the 
start of .the game .as Ito the loca-tion thereof. inasmuch 
as >the plats 439 when positioned with their mottled side 
.up cannot be crossed by .either light tanks 60- or heavy 
tanks 6_5, mountainous terrain may possess defensive V,siga 
niñcance. It .also .is agreed .preliminary jto the start l`of 
.the game», `industrial «sites «are to- be indicated by posi. 
.tioningone or more Vof the plats 39 with .its crossfhatched 
side upwardly disposed. When yindustrial sites are util.. 
`ized, the players agree in .advance as to .the value thereof, 
any value from teu .to 011e hundred billion dollars yusually 
being .considered appropriate. „Such .industrial .sitesa‘may 
.be `captured .by a «player by .m . ving a playing piece .onto 
a .plat .3_5 .occupied :by ,the plat 3,9.l1avín`g its. cross-‘hatched 
side upward. The .capturing player :receives e budget 
.credit .equal .to the value ,of .the .industrial ...site agreed 
upon :and may use .the industrial. site as .an additional 
home .base insofar as the initial locating .of purchased 
land playing .pmcesis concerned. For example, .a player 
.owning .an ‘industrial Ysite may initially position manpower 
units .light tanks n60., v.and .heavy Atanks .6.5, that .are pur 
chased, .on .the industrial .site rather than .the home .base 
givingthe owner thereof an .advantage in .the 4.dispose 
tion ,of 'his forces. >`Once positioned, the plats „39 are Asta 
tionary until .the game is completed- Ouce .an ,industrial 
.site .is captured it has no .further budgetary .advantage but 
continues .to ̀ provide .the .described ,advantage for .its .owner 
as anadditìonal position .ofinitial loeation for urchased 
land pieces. If the opponent ̀ succeeds lin Ac_ap ring the 
.industrial .site from .the .Original captar. he iQCQiVÈLs no 
budgetary benefit but can use kthe „industrial site asahome 
.base _in initially .locating purchased rlaad pistes.-  

Representative .of .tìnal- .stability .and ‘industrial and 
scientific development, a stuberbnmb playing piece .9.6 .is 
provided., as shown-.in `Fig .2,7- The .bomb piece cm1 
,sists of an annular periphery .9.7.1having „a pa‘ir of right 
aggularlyrßlaled, »diametrical .cross bars 9.85 The bomb 
ßannot .be purchased until .i.ts.pur.chas.e.r .has »established 
xthree land or .Sea .bases `-89 or’ .90.- .The bomb .must‘bri 
delivered by .air and cannot be .employed .in any >region 
covered by, o_r acçessíblb t0’. .the opponents aircraft, .the 
theory being that the .enemy planes .could intercept .and 
down the plane .Carrying .the .Superbomb- ¿If two .pur 
chasing ,units are paid for the superbom'b its destructive 
area is that encompassed ‘by .theinner periphery 0f .the 
annular‘portíon 97. This Ais analogous ¿to an _atom bomb. 
If five units are _paidkfor lthe superbomb, its destructive 
area is lthat .defined by the outer periphery of the.`an~ 
nular member. As will subsequently ,become apparent, 
any time Aan aircraft >piece 93 is employed »in „the'game 'it 
is expended 'b_y a single move. `Sin'1ilarly„the super‘bo‘m’b 
piece is expended ̀ by ’its single instance of employment. 
To employ the superbombfan elected ‘aircraft carrying 
piece 93 is _moved to a .selected destination --within ritfs 
range on either theland tract 31 or ,the hsea tract 32. 
The destination becomes the vcenter ofthe super-bomb 
which is then placed 'thereon and renders inoperable all 
opponent ¿playing pieces `Within its «area of _destructive 
eifect. 'The -superbomb, itst-ransportingtaircraft, and tall 
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destroyed playing pieces are then removed from the 
board 30. 

Operation 
The physical apparatus of the game of the present in 

vention having been described. attention is directed to 
the method of utilizing the described board 30 and playing 
pieces. The usual game is played with two participants 
or teams each having thirty purchasing units available 
to it, representative of a budget of three hundred billion 
dollars. The board represents land and sea combat areas 
across which the various movable pieces constituting 
weapons of war are manipulated. The playing pieces 
may be moved in any direction characteristic of pieces 
of their type and destroy opponent playing pieces by 
occupying the plat or plats 35, or zone or zones 41 on 
which the opponent’s piece is rested. Unlike most games. 
the game of the present invention permits moving any 
or all of the land pieces a single step, moving any or all 
of the sea pieces a single step, or moving any or all of 
the aircraft units a single step, or the purchase of pieces 
in units of ten billion dollars or less (represented by a 
single bore 50) and by indicating the purchase on the 
budget each play. The players. of course, play by turn. 

lt is essential to participation in the game that the 
players have in mind the purchase price and purchase 
conditions for each of the pieces as well as their char 
acteristic positioning and movements. if movement there 
of is permitted. The manpower units cost two billion 
dollars or five may be purchased for one unit. The 
manpower unit moves to any of the three plats 35 adia 
cent to the plat on which it is rested including an adia 
cent plat across a communication line channel as indi 
cated in dashed line in Fig. 5. The manpower units may 
be moved from the land tract onto either the minor fight 
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inar ship pieces 78 or maior fighting ship pieces 33 from ' 
the Seaports. In moving such combined pieces, the trans 
porting pieces with their manpower unit or units are 
considered as a single piece for movement purposes. 

Each minor mechanized piece or light tank 60 costs 
eight billion dollars. three are available to each player. 
and each is positionable on adiacent pairs of plats 35. 
Each moves a distance of one plat in any direction. as 
shown in Fig. 7, but never bridges a communication 
channel 37 to cross a channel. movement of actually 
two plats being authorized in the manner shown. This 
piece may be moved from a given position into either of 
two adiacent positions on its own area 36 or across an 
adiacent channel to either of two positions on either of 
two adiacent areas 36. Since it occupies two plats it can 
only be destroyed by an opponent simultaneously occupy 
ing both of its plats. lt will be obvious that it is possible 
for the minor mechanized piece to take two opposing 
army pieces in a single move. This piece cannot move 
onto mountainous terrain represented by the mottled sides 
of the removable plats 39. 
The maior mechanized unit pieces or heavy tanks 65 

cost eight billion dollars when empty or sixteen billion 
dollars when loaded with two manpower units 55. It 
will be apparent that a financial penalty is provided for 
purchasing a maior mechanized piece with two man 
power units at a single play. If the player waits one 
turn after the purchase of such a piece he may add the 
two manpower units for only an additional four billion 
dollars. The heavy tanks can be purchased only after 
one base 89 is set up. It cannot be moved unless occupied 
by at least one manpower unit 55 and may receive two 
manpower units for unitary movement across the land 
tract. The heavy tanks 65 move in the same manner as 
the light tanks 60 .and destroy and are destroyed in the 
same manner as the light tanks. lt is to be borne in 
mind, however, that the heavy tanks bear one or two 
manpower units 55 which may dismount and move as 
part of the move of their respective transporting tank. 

There are two cargo ship pieces 72 available to each 
player each of which may be purchased for six billion 
dollars. The cargo ship pieces move only diagonally 
and thus are always on the same color zones 41. They 
are emblematic of the merchant marine and have as a 
roost significant function the occupying of the two zones 
47 of its respective color designated as blockade zones 
as a result of which all of the purchase prices for all of 
the playing pieces are doubled for the opponent. The 
cargo ship pieces also can destroy minor fighting ship 
pieces of the Opponent _if rested on diagonal z’ones. >The 
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cargo ship pieces move one zone at a time and are 
incapable of destroying any opponent major fighting ship 
pieces without assistance, inasmuch as such major iight 
ing ships are never found on diagonally adjacent zones 
of the same color. 
The minor fighting ship pieces 78 are movable one 

zone in any direction longitudinally, transversely, or diag 
onally of the sea tract 32. They each may carry a maxi 
mum load of two manpower units 55 and are immovable 
unless occupied by at least one such unit. They need 
not be given any set designating color. They each cost 
ten billion dollars and a total of only three are available. 
lt will be obvious that a player may gain naval superiority 
by exhausting the available supply of fighting ships. An 
embarking or disembarking move of a manpower unit 
55 from a ship is considered a land movement and may 
not be made at the same time a naval movement is made. 

There are three major fighting ship pieces 83 which 
need be given no set designating color and each of which 
has a purchase price of twenty billion dollars. It is also 
possible for a player to gain naval superiority by monop 
olizing the available major fighting ship pieces. These 
pieces occupy two zones at a time and must always be 
positioned either longitudinally or transversely of the 
board 3€), as shown in Fig. l5. 
The manner of movement of the major fighting ships 

83 is unusual in game board play but readily understood 
by reference to Fig. l5. The major fighting ship shown 
at 83A in full line may be moved in a single play to 
cover any pair of laterally or longitudinally adjacent zones 
4l. both of which are adiacent to either of the pair of 
zones initially occupied by the major fighting ship. Thus, 
the major fighting ship 83A can be moved to any one 
of the positions shown in dashed line in Fig. l5 in a single 
move and may thus attack and render inoperable the 
maior fighting ship indicated at 83B. Considerable in 
terest is added to the game by the fact that ship 83A 
can attack the ship 83B and yet ship 83A is not subject 
to attack by ship 83B. This is readily understood when it 
is observed that both of the zones 41 on which ship 83B 
is rested are of course adjacent to each other and both 
are adjacent to one of the zones on which ship 83A is 
rested. Considering the situation from the standpoint 
of ship 33B, however, a different condition prevails. 
Although of course the two zones on which ship 83A is 
rested are adiacent, only one thereof is adiacent to the 
ship 83B. The significance of the relative positions of 
the opponent’s heavy fighting ships is further suggestive 
of naval warfare and may suggest the well known ma 
neuver of “crossing the T”. Assuming the positions 
shown in Fig. 15, ship 83B in a single move could only 
overcome ship 83A with the assistance of another sea 
playing piece which could concurrently attack the zone 
on which ship 83A is rested not accessible to ship 83B 
in a single play. 
The maior fighting ships 83 may destroy two opponent 

light fighting ships at a single move but cannot be de 
stroyed unless both of the zones on which it is rested 
are occupied in a single play by the opponent. The 
major fighting ship pieces may carry a maximum load of 
three manpower units 55 or one minor mechanized unit 
6() and one manpower unit 55 for unitary movement 
across the sea tract 32. It is permissible for all occupying 
pieces to disembark from a fighting ship piece but such 
a piece cannot be moved until reoccupied. Disembark 
ing is considered a land move and may be accomplished 
at the sea ports, at the island, and along the edge of the 
land tract 3l.. lt is to be observed, however, that certain 
F? the zones 41 next to the land tract exclude heavy 
ñghting ship occupancy. This is analogous to reefs and 
Shoals. Manpower units 55 cannot occupy empty enemy 
ships for purposes of capture except when such unoccu 
pied ship is in the enemy seaport and then such occu 
pancy constitutes occupancy of the seaport and wins the 
game. 

Unlimited communication line pieces 37 are available 
for purchase at four billion dollars apiece. It is designed 
to facilitate communications by expediting movement of 
other _pieces and can only be purchased and installed 
when, as shown in Fig. 17, the position which it is to 
assume has all of the plats 35 adjacent thereto occupied 
by manpower units 55. In the case of a communication 
line to be laid by the seaport, only the two or three plats 
adjacent to its intended position need be occupied by man 
power units. Further, a communication line may be laid 
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'in front of the home base of either 
power units stationed 
home base. 

player by having man 
in the adjacent plats beyond the 

By purchasing manpower units and a com 
munication line simultaneously, the manpower units are ’ 
set iirst in the position required, as indicated in Fig. 7 
and the communication line placed in its channel as a 
part of the same play. Thereafter any land piece on a 
plat adjacent to the communication line, or a communi 
cation line connected thereto may be moved in a single 
play to any plat which is also adjacent to the communi 
cation line or line connected thereto. It is to be observed 
however, that a plat is adjacent’to the communication 
line only when one of its sides is contiguous therewith 
and not when simply touching the communication line 
at a corner'. The communication line is stationary but 
may be >taken by an opponent for removal from the board 
after which it may be repurchased and relocated, as 
desired. 
An opponent’s communication line 87 can be destroyed 

and removed from the board by either a manpower unit 
5 or a mechanized unit 60 or 65 placed on a triangle 

adjacent to that communication line. Four manpower 
units are required to lay a communication line but only 
'one is required to destroy it. 
A player who succeeds in setting .up a communication 

line 87 to the edge of the board over the portion of the 
channel 37 marked “blockade” sets up a land blockade 
and doubles the purchase price of all of his opponent’s 
pieces.V Communication lines must be started from the 
home bases 45 and must be laid in correct position from 
the iirst or a player may come to the point of laying 
the blockadeY line and be forced to lay a portion of it 
'on the opponent’s .side of the board. 

If the communication line to the blockade point is cut 
even though the line ,over the blockade is reached `on 
thel ‘board the blockadeis broken. The 4communication 
line is not removed from the board until it is attached 
but it does not functon as a line further than its own 
'continuous length. 

_ en an opposing piece attacks a plat 3’5 adjacent .to 
abase '89, the communication line to. which 'that plat is 
adjacent >is removed fromy the board. If on the next 
move the attacking piece is able to move onto the base 
the base remains on the board but the remaining com 
munication lines to which it is adjacent .are removed. 
A total of five unmarked land bases 89 'are available 

and any player may purchase as lmany as his financial 
resources permit. A base may be ‘purchased for .twenty 
billion dollars and put down on any hexagonal area 36,  
each plat 35 of which is occupied by a manpower unit 
55 .and which is surroundedby a communication line 87. 
The neutral island area 4'8 is provided with two neutral 
`'manpower units 55 which become Íthe propertyV of vthe 

thereon. A base may be Apurchased and located on the 
¿island when ‘four manpower units 55 are landed there 
by a player. The two ‘neutral ‘manpower units already 
on the island with the four landed _provide the six req 
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uisite for base installation. `No circumscribing communi- f 
cation line is required as a Aprerequisite to the installation 
>of a base on the island. Y 
The base 89 is purchased and set in position during 

a single play. One ̀ manpower unit 55 must remain on 
the _base or ̀ the base i's inoperable. 'The other 
units .may remain ’on the base ror >they may zbe placed on 
plat‘suadjacent 'to any 'of the surrounding communica 
tion lines >or communication .lines connected thereto. In 
’the case of the island, `the ‘manpower units '55 may be 
left on the island or reembarked on ̀their ships., as desired. 
The movement .of manpower units. at the Itime of ~pur 
chase of ̀a base ris lpartof thepurch‘ase play and the ̀ man 
pcwer'units may be moved again 'at ’the next play. 

Ain area covered vby a base‘89 is, for gpurp'oses o'fmove 
ment, equivalent ‘to a communication lin‘e`87. Thus, ‘any 
piece on a base may be Amoved in one play 'to any ,plat 
adjacent vto vthe base or adjacent ‘to connecting communi 
cation lines. The base .may also be used effectively .for 
storage purposes so as tol‘gain mobility for other pieces 
on ̀ the 'field of play. A base fand-'an aircraft piece ‘93 
may be ‘purchased at the same time. 
The location of a ̀ base 89 is important .because of the 

increased air range when two `or three vbases >are vrestab 
l'ishe‘d. If îtwo >bases 'are held, 'the >range lof‘a'i1jc1:aft“`93 
on Íthose bases is ’doubled =on 1a 'line ’extending between 
'and beyond fthos'e bases. If -a land base fand ‘an island 
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basev are held, aircraft thereon cover every sea >z'one 41 a 
part-of which falls between lines drawn between corre 
sponding edges of the two bases. Visual reference read 
ily will establish th'ß area. Aircraft located at either 
base may make flights from the other. Once a base is 
established it is never removed from the board but if 
an enemy land piece is moved upon it or if an opponent’s 
aircraft can fly to it when there is no opposing aircraft 
stationed on it it is captured. When an opposing piece 
moves onto a base 89 all communication lines 87 touch 
ing the base are removed. The captured base cannot be 
utilized ‘as an air base unless the capturing player is able 
to get his communication lines to it. However, any play 
ing piece on a base, except aircraft, can be moved to, 
and thus threatens, all plats 35 adjacent thereto. 
The aircraft pieces 93 are purchased at a cost of four 

billionY dollars and each player has four aircraft poten 
tially available to him. Each aircraft can be considered 
to represent an air force. 

Aircraft 93 may be purchased and put into position on 
a base 89 concurrently with ̀ a base purchase or at a sub 
sequent time. The maximum number of aircraft per» 
mitted on any base is equalto the total number of bases 
owned by the player possessing the bases. An ̀ aircraft 
93 is movable from its base to any adjacent land area 36 
and if the base is adjacent to the sea tract 32, to the two 
zones 41 nearest the base. An aircraft based on the island 
controls the ten zones immediately adjacent thereto. 
The aircraft is the only piece which is automatically 

lost as the result of a single use. It will therefore be 
apparent that aircraft are not moved from the base except 
’to take a piece or pieces greater than its value or for 
emergency strategic reasons. 
Two movable sea bases 90 are available to each player 

at a cost‘of thirty billion dollars apiece. No sea base can 
lbe purchased until after one 'land base is set up and 
`.until -at least three .ships including at least two `minor 
lighting ships 78 are properly arranged on the board, as 
previously described. The two minor or light fighting 
ships are set side by side on a single Vzone 4i adjacent to 
.the >contiguous edge of the land tract 31, representing a 
shoreline, and thesthird ship which may either 
4or -a >major fighting ship is stationed on an adjacent zone. 
’in .such condition a sea base 90 may .be purchased and 
set over the Isupers'tructures 85 of the two minor lighting 
ships which rest on the single zone. So long as the two 
>ships 'on >wh-ich the base '9.0 is rested and the escort 
ship remain adjacent, the entire unit .operates asa ,car 
rier task force. and .is moved unitaril , one zone in any 
direction. As long as .the escort ship stays with the sea 
(base ‘9'0 it 'moves las the 'sea vbase is moved. If the tender 
leaves the sea base, the sea base cannot be moved but 
it may still operate as a stationary base in the sea. 

Aircraft 93 may be _purchased at the same time as the 
sea '-base l9'0 and yin a number equal to the total number 
of bases Apossessed by the purchaser after purchase of 
the sea base. Aircraft aboard the sea base '90 can strike 
a 'distance 'of two zones 41 in any direction from 1the 'hase 
_square on which vthe >two minor iìghting ships 78 rest 

the base. It is permitted, and frequently 

'be a minor 

‘in supporting 
desirable when low 'in budget reserve, to .discard .the .sea 
base :by lifting :it off the minor lighting ships and remov 
ing it from vthe board, without penalty. The minor iight 
îng‘ships :are concurrently >moved to adjacent zones and 
thereafter 'operated individually. 
‘One Iland ibase 89 must be in operation before a sea 

base 193V can be 'set 4up or 1before a heavy ltank or major 
mechanized unit 65 lcan :be purchased. When two .bases 
9'0 «andï‘or 89 are setup .two aircraft may be bought for 
each 'base and the range lof each aircraft is doubled _along 
a line extending between and :beyond the bases. The 
effective vrange 'of any aircraft includes any plat 35 or 
‘zone 41 .'the 'major vpart of which 'falls .between straight 
lines extended between ̀ and .beyond the outside _edges of 
the «bases’and’within Jtwo areas 36 or ’two zones 41 from 
its base.. 
When ithree "bases "90 v'and/or `89 are set up, three air 

craft lmay be 'purchased for .each base. ‘inasmuch .as all 
aircraft ¿are Lmovable on a singleplay a tremendous de 
structive'forcecan‘be thus .generated 

l'Superbonribs 96 represent .a .culmination of industrial 
and scientiiic development and cannot be purchased until 
a'tota'l of three land Iand‘sea bases 89 and '90 are estab 

’The `bomb can lbe purchased 
play after the three bases are 

lished . âby "the jpurchaser. 
only as‘par't 'o‘f a ̀ purchase 
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set up. The bomb must be delievered by an aircraft 93 
and it cannot be utilized in any area covered by an 
enemy’s aircraft. When the superbomb is to be used as 
an atom bomb having a destructive zone designated by 
the inner periphery of the annulus 97 the purchase price 
is twenty billion dollars. When it is to be utilized as a 
hydrogen bomb having a destructive area defined by the 
outer periphery of the annulus 97, the purchase price is 
50 billion dollars. 
The center of the superbomb 96 is in either case lo 

cated on any selected part of a plat 35 or zone 41 which 
is within range of any aircraft from any of the player’s 
bases 9@ and/ or S9 and not within range of the enemy’s 
aircraft. All pieces within the periphery of destruction 
are rendered inoperable and removed from the board. 
If the edge of a base is within the destructive zone, the 
base remains, but everything on it is removed from the 
board. lf any part of a communication line 87 is 
within the destructive area the entire line is removed, but 
if only a plat 35 adjacent to the line is within the de 
structive area the line is not removed. lf any portion of 
any plat is included within the effective periphery of the 
bomb, any piece thereon is removed and if any portion 
of a zone is within such periphery any ship on that zone 
even including a major ship is removed. If any player 
acquires four bases the range of his aircraft 96 is un 
limited. 

If a player’s piece can move onto an opponent’s base 
89 or 9€) all pieces on that base are removed and all 
communication lines adjacent to the base likewise re 
moved. The base remains, but cannot be utilized as an 
air base by the capturing player until his communication 
line is extended to it. If an aircraft of a player can move 
onto an enemy base occupied by a “iiyable aircraft,” 
only the occupying plane is removed. A flyable aircraft 
is defined as a plane belonging to a player whose financial 
reserve is adequate to replace the aircraft when it is 
used and which aircraft is stationed on a base occupied 
by a manpower unit 55, the theory being that a ñyable 
aircraft can defend its base. 

If two aircraft 93 can fiy to an enemy base 89 or 90 
occupied by a single aircraft or a single aircraft can 
fly to a base on which there is no aircraft the base is 
captured. If an aircraft can attack the portion of a 
major fighting ship 78 rested on a single zone 41 while 
another piece attacks the portion of the ship rested on 
the adjacent zone, the ship is destroyed by the aircraft 
move and removed from the board. 

Preliminary to initiation of play, the players agree as 
to the employment of the plats 39 to indicate moun 
tainous terrain or an industrial site, and if employed as 
an industrial site, the value thereof which is to accrue to 
the player capturing the site. 
By mutual agreement, the plats 39 employed as indus 

trial sites may be utilized in a somewhat different man 
ner than that described to add interest to the game, par 
ticularly when the game is played by three contestants. 
In the modified use of the industrial sites, they are pur 
chased for an agreed consideration, such as forty billion 
dollars. When an industrial site is thus obtained, its 
owner places it at the seaport and transports the indus 
trial site therefrom on successive plays by means of the 
cargo ship playing pieces 72. The spaced plates 74 slid 
ably receive the plats`39 therebetween for unitary move 
ment with the transporting cargo ship to a destination 
along the edge of the land tract 31 or to the island area 48. 
At the desired destination, the industrial site is disem 
barked from its cargo ship and superimposed on a se 
lected plat 35 subsequent to which it constitutes a sec 
ond home base for the owner insofar as the locating of 
purchased land playing pieces is concerned. This mobile 
use of the industrial sites is analogous to advance bases 
providing construction and assembling facilities in mod 
ern warfar . Many modified uses of the mobile indus 
trial sites will occur to skillful players of the subject 
game. 

In starting the game, the players determine which is to 
have the initial play and the players play alternately 
thereafter. The first play of each player is of course the 
purchase of playing pieces and the indication of the ex 
pended portion of the budget by positioning his peg 51 
in the appropriate bores 50 indicative of purchase units of 
ten billion dollars or less. Subsequent plays consist of 
either a purchase, moving any or all land pieces, mov 
mg any or all sea pieces, or moving aircraft. All pur 
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12 
chased land pieces; not including communication lines 
y87, land bases 89, aircraft 93 or superbombs 96; are first 
placed on the purchaser’s home base and subsequently 
moved therefrom as previously described. All sea pieces 
purchased; with the exception of sea bases 90, aircraft 
93, and superbombs 96 are initially located at the pur 
chaser’s seaport 43. The method of purchase and loca» 
tion of the communication lines 87, land bases 89, sea 
bases 90, aircraft 93, and superbombs 96 has been pre 
viously described. 
When a player succeeds in locating both of his cargo 

ships 72 on a pair of the diagonally adjacent blockade 
zones 47, his opponent’s purchase prices are automati 
cally doubled. The same result is attained by a player’s 
extension of a communication line 87 from his home 
base to the land blockade portion 46 of the channel 37. 
When a player succeeds in achieving both a land and a sea 
blockade, his opponent’s purchase prices are quadrupled 
unless the opponent has succeeded in obtaining a block 
ade of his own in which event his prices are only doubled. 
When each of the competitors have the same number of 
blockades their effects cancel each other and the original 
purchase prices are in effect. 
The players maneuver the playing pieces individually, 

or all land pieces concurrently, or all sea pieces concur 
rently, or all aircraft concurrently, or combined playing 
pieces such as the major mechanized unit 65 occupied by 
one or two manpower units 55; minor fighting ships 
occupied by one or two manpower units; major fighting 
ships 78 occupied by one, two or three manpower units; 
a pair of minor fighting ships 78 accompanied by an es 
cort fighting ship and bearing a seabase 90, and the like 
so as to overcome the opponent or penetrate his defenses 
to achieve victory by occupying his home base 45, or 
seaport 43. 
To accommodate three players, one thereof may be 

given the island area 48 as a home base. The players play 
successively by turn as before and the game is completed 
in essentially the same way except that when one of the 
players captures an opponent’s home base 45 or seaport 
43, the captor acquires the assets of the defeated player 
for use in continuing to wage warfare on the remaining 
p ayer. 

If it is desired to handicap competitors whose abilities 
are unequal, this can readily be accomplished by depriv 
ing the better player of a portion of his initial budget. 
It will be apparent that players skilled in the game may 
make further modifications in the playing pieces employed 
and rules for conduct of the game without departing from 
the spirit and the scope of the present invention. 

Although the invention has been herein shown and 
described in what is conceived to be the most practical 
and preferred embodiment, it is recognized that depar 
tures may be made therefrom within the scope of the 
invention, which is not to be limited to the details dis 
closed herein but is to be accorded the full scope of the 
claims so as to embrace any and all equivalent devices 
and apparatus. 

Having described my invention, whatI claim as new and 
desire to secure by Letters Patent is: 

l. A game apparatus comprising a board constituting 
a playing field having tracts each divided into portions 
of predetermined geometrc shape and ordered arrange 
ment unique to their respective tracts, there being a 
pair of spaced bases designated within one of the tracts 
each constituting a starting point for initiation of play 
by one player and a goal for an opponent; a plurality 
of minor playing pieces individual to each of the tracts 
each having bottom portions in part similar in shape to 
the divisions of their respective tracts to identify their 
regions of play; a plurality of major playing pieces in 
dividual to each of the tracts having bottom portions in 
part similar in shape to pairs of adiacent divisions of 
their respective tracts, the major playing pieces of both 
of the tracts having means thereon for receiving a plu 
rality of minor playing pieces from one of the tracts for 
unitary movement therewith over their respective tracts. 

2. A game apparatus comprising a board constituting 
a playing field having visually distinguishable adjacent 
portions designated as land and sea tracts respectively, 
the land tract including a plurality of polygonal plats 
grouped together into larger discrete polygonal areas 
and the sea tract comprising a plurality of zones ar 
ranged in a checkerboard pattern, the sea tract being con 
tiguous with the land tract, a pair of spaced home bases 
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being designated en_the land tràcteâch 'constituting a 
starting point for a player and a 'goal for an opponent; plurality of nianpo‘vver unit playingpieees having bases 
rested on individual plats and similar in shape to said 
plats for >n‘ioveînent about on said'plàtsì a plurality of 
minor ship playing pieces having bases rested> on indi 
vidual Zones and similar in shapeuto said 'zones for move 
nient abouton said fzones, the minor ship playing pieees 
being provided 'vl/ith ÍIlêanS fö'l‘l réïñövably rèëeiv. g power unit playing pieees for unitary niovein 4nt there 
with. on the sea tract; a plurality of mechanized unit 
playing pieces having bases individually rested on pairs 
of adjacent plats and similar inV ape 'to the Ap_ail‘sjif 
plats for ruoveiner‘ltA about on 'saidÍ ts', andy a vplurality 
or ‘niajor ship playing 'pieces having bases individually 
irested on‘pairs of the adjacent Zones 'and similar in shape 
to the pairs of iones for movement about on said zones, 
said major Ship playing pieces being receiving removably 
Àto receive a plurality of manpower l‘unit playing pieces 
fol' unitary movement therewith on the Seal tract. 

3, A game apparatus comprising ya board constituting 
a playing ñeld having visually 'distinguishabler adjacent 
portions defined as land and sea tracts respectively, "the 
land tract includng a plurality of triangular plats vgrouped 
in discrete hexagonal and tracto-hexagonal areas, and 
the sea tract comprising a plurality of substantially square 
Zones arranged in a checlçerb'oa‘rd pattern, ‘the sea _tract 
being contiguous with the laud_`t'rac't ‘and the 'zones ’ofthe 
sjea tract adjacent 'to the land tract being Y'of modiiìed 
shape to tit `the edgeof the land> tract, a pair 'of spaced 
horne bases being 'designated on the land tract ‘each ‘con 
stituting 'a starting point for a player and the `‘goal for 
his opponent; a 'plurality lof manpower 'unit playing pieces 
having basesl rested on individual plats and similar in 
shape _to said plats for movement, a?onnd foilV the plats 
of the land tract; a plurality "of light ship playing‘pieces 
having bases rested 'on individual zones and ‘similar in 
shape to said zones for movement ‘around lon the -zone‘s 
o_fx the sea tract, th'e‘light ’ship playing 'pieces being pi‘o‘ 
vided 'with meansfo'r removably receiving manpower 
unit playing pieces 'for unitary 'movement therewith jab‘ou't 
on the sea tract; a plurality ‘of mechanized unit playing 
pieces having bases `individually ‘res/ted on .pairsb‘of ad 
jacent 'plats and 'similar ‘in shape "to the pairs of plats for 
movement ‘aroundr on pairs or plats “of the land tract; 
and a plurality of ,heavy ship playing pieces having bases 
individually rested on pairs ‘of the adjacent zones `and 
similar in shape to the pairs of zones for" yrr'löve‘rne'nt 
around on pairs of zones of the s_ea tract, said heavy ship 
playing pieces being provided with 'means for removably , 
receiving a plurality of manpower unit playing pieces 
for unitary movement therewithvon `the sea tract. 

4. A simulated war game apparatus ’wherein lenemy 
playing pieces are rendered'inopei‘able by movement of i 
attaching playingV pieces intoth‘e‘ same 'position and vic- p 
toriÍ attained by ’occupancy by attacking playing pieces 
at 'one of _a plurality of predetermined positions 'on va 
playing Íìeld designated as opponent’s ‘home base 'and 
sea port, respectively, comprising a ‘board having »a 'sub 
stantiallypilat' `surface 'constituting a playing vfield >h‘av 
ing visually distinguishable adjacent portions designated 
as land and sea tracts respectively, the land tract in 
cluding a plurality of equilateral triangular plats grouped 
in discrete hexagonal and tracto-hexagonal areas each 
consisting of a plurality of laterally adjacent triangular 
plats each of Which has a corner contiguous with a 
corner of every other plat of its respective area, the ad 
jacent plats of each area being of distinguishable color, 
diametrically opposite plats of each area being of the 
same color and adjacent plats of adjacent areas being 
of the same color, each of said areas being raised from 
the surface of said board and being arranged in adja 
cent spaced relation forming a channel therebetween, and 
the sea tract comprising a checkerboard pattern of sub 
stantially square zones in longitudinal and transverse 
alignment, the longitudinally and transversely adjacent 
zones being of distinguishable color and the diagonally 
adjacent zones being of the same color, the sea tract be 
ing contiguous with the land tract and the zones of the 
sea tract adjacent to the land tract being of modified 
shape to fit the edge of the land tract, there being a pair 
of home bases designated on spaced areas of the land 
tract, a pair of sea ports designated on spaced areas of 
the land tract adjacent to the sea tract in spaced re 
lation to the home bases and blockade regions designated 
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on both the land and the' sea'tracts‘; a plurality of coni 
mìinication members releasably fitted to the channels 
and of a _length substantially twice the length of a side 
of the triangular plats; manpower unit playing pieces 
having equilateral triangular bases positioned on the plats; 
for movement about on the plats light mechanized unit 
playing pieces individually positioned on ,adjacent pairs 
of plats having elongated bases of a length in excess of 
vthe sides of theplats and opposite ends angulated to nt 
the CÓÍ‘ñëÍ‘S O_f thel ’triángülaì' I'Jlàl's fÓÍ' Í'Iìòvè?lëht about 
on pairs or> plats; heavy mechanized unit playing pieces 
provided 'vl/ith ï'?'caiis fò? Í‘cl'eäsäblly receiving and t?ánS 
porting therewith tvvo manpower units and having a base 
of the `saine shape as the light mechanized unit playing 
pieces for movement in the same manner; cargo ship 
playing pieces positioned diagonally on individualzohes 
of the sea tractA having elongated bases of >a length 
gfèáîcr than thc longitudinal ail'd transverse dimensions 
"of the zones and less than 'the diagonal dimension of the 
zones and opposite ends angulated to lit diagonal corners 
of the Zones, said cargo ship playing fpieces having up 
wardly extended superstructures )slotted longitudinally 
of their bases; 'said members being receivable by >the 
slotted superstructure kand movable 'unitaiily 'therewith 
during playingmanipulatîon for transporting purposes; 
light lighting ship playing pieces positioned on individ-> 
ual ‘zones of the seaI tract having elongated bases' »come 
pri‘sing means to hold two manpower unit playing pieces 
and upwardly extended superstrnetures, said bases leach 
having 'a substantially square 'end ‘and an opposite 'end 
angul'atedto 'ht the “corners of 'the fzo’nes, heavy ñghte 
ing 'ship playingp'ieces positioned on individual pairs of 
adjacent 'Zones having elongated bases, and upwardly 
eiïtendedsuperstructures, 'said 'last bases 'comprising means 
to hold ̀ 'three manpower unit playing pieces Aand having 
vSflil'l‘fst'aî'l_îìêlllly Sqllà?'e Opposite ’c_nd pOI‘fi‘ÓllS, and Ín'eaîîl'S 
for indicating purchase of playing pieces by players ’of 
the game, ’each of lthe >playing pieces having predeter 
mined purchase prices payable tovren‘der »them available 
for use, ‘each price Vof _which ’is V‘doubledvby opponent’s 
occupancy ’of a blockade regionfwith a playing piece. 

5. The ̀ gaine 'apparatus y‘of claim 4 in which 'ahexàg 
onal island area vof jgrouped triangular 'plats is pro 
vided ifn the ‘sea tract aifo'rding the A"sa-me types of move 
ment fthereacross as an area of the land tract. 

"6, The ‘game ‘apparatusfof claim 4 in which 'a plurality 
of heavy mechanized `unit 'playing _pieces are provided 
on the land v‘tract individually positioned Ion y‘adjacent 
pairs ̀ of plats ‘having elongated bases of a length inexcess 
'or the ̀ sides of v‘the `plats and opposite 'ends ̀ ‘pointed to lit 
the/'corners ofA‘the triangular plats, said playing »pieces 
each having 'a bifurcated superstructure 'mounted inje‘le 
vate'd spaced relation _to its respective base adapted ‘to 
receive ia plurality 'of virlanpower unit playing 'pieces 
thë?cbje'fWëcnWîth portions 4thereof 'eht'endc'd fl‘lp'vvaïdly 
tliròüah the bifurcated superstructure. ` _ 

'7. The, game apparatus of 'claim '4A in 'which a circular 
superborr'l‘b ‘playing lpiece is provided, 'available ~for pur 
chase by anyplaye'r 'after `‘ar.~‘qu‘íri'irg three hexagonal 
bases îa’nd 'which is-,m'o‘vable a 'Single time with a corn 
panion aircraft ‘playing piece ‘from any of the bases to 
render inoperable all opponent’s playing pieces within 
an area defined thereby having as a center the position 
of movement of the companion aircraft playing piece, 
said superbomb playing piece comprising an annular rim 
portion and diametrically extending cross bars intersect 
ing at the center of said rim, the inner and outer periph 
eries of said rim being respresentative of varying destruc 
tive power of said bomb. 

8. The combination of ,claim 4 including removable 
triangular mountain designating members of the size and 
shape of the plats and being individually positionable 
thereon, said mountain designating members being re 
ceivable by the slotted superstructure of said cargo ship 
playing pieces and movable unitarily therewith during 
playing manipulation for transporting purposes. 

9. The combination of claim 4 including hexagonal 
land bases removably fitted to the hexagonal areas of the 
land tract for use when such an area is surrounded by a 
player’s communication lines and each of the plats there 
of occupied by the player’s manpower unit playing pieces, 
and aircraft playing pieces positionable on said land 
bases and movable to adjacent land areas for capturing 
purposes. 

10. The combination of claim 4 including hexagonal 
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sea bases removably mountable on pairs of said light 
fighting ship playing pieces by fitted engagement with 
the superstructure thereof and aircraft playing pieces po 
sitionable on said sea bases and movable to adjacent sea 
zones for capturing purposes. 

l1. A simulated war game apparatus comprising a 
board having a substantially fiat surface and constituting 
a playing field, a portion of said field comprising a land 
tract, said tract comprising a plurality of separated and 
staggered hexagonal areas each of which consists of a 
plurality of triangular plats fitted into a hexagonal rela 
tionship, said areas being raised from the surface of the 
board and defining channels between, a pair of spaced 
home bases being designated on the land tract each con 
stituting a starting point for a player and a goal for the 
opponent, a plurality of communication line pieces re~ 
movably fitted to the channels and of a length substan 
tially twice the length of a side or" the triangular plats, 
and simulated war playing pieces for movement about 
on the plats of said land tracts. 

12. A simulated war game apparatus comprising a 
board having a substantially fiat surface and constituting 
a playing field, said playing field comprising both land and 
sea tracts, said land tract comprising a plurality of 
separated and staggered hexagonal and tracto-hexagonal 
areas each of which consists of a plurality of triangular 
plats fitted into a hexagonal or tracto-hexagonal rela 
tionship, said sea tract comprising a plurality of sub 
stantially square zones and arranged in checkerboard 
pattern, the sea tract being contiguous with the land 
tract and the zones of the sea tract adjacent to the land 
tract being of modified shape to fit the edge of the land 
tract, said areas and said zones being arranged on the 
board so that longitudinal diagonals through said hexag 
onal and tracto-hexagonal areas when extended form 
straight lines with the longitudinal sides of said zones, and 
simulated war playing pieces for movement about on 
each of said tracts, said straight lines forming guiding 
means for controlling movement of some of said pieces. 

13. A simulated war game apparatus comprising a 
board having a substantially flat surface and constituting 
a playing field, said playing field comprising both land 
and sea tracts, said land tract comprising a plurality of 
separated and staggered hexagonal and tracto-hexagonal 
areas each of which consists of a plurality of triangular 
plats fitted into said hexagonal and tracto-hexagonal re 
lationships, said sea tract comprising a plurality of sub 
stantially square zones in longitudinal and transverse 
alignment and arranged in checkerboard pattern, the sea 
tract being contiguous with the land tract and the zones 
of the sea tract adjacent to the land tract being of modi 
fied shape to fit the edge of the land tract, said areas 
being raised from the surface of the board and defining 
channels therebetween, a plurality of communication 
playing pieces being removably received in said chan 
nels, a pair of raised home bases at spaced positions at 
one end of said land tract each constituting a starting 
point for a player and a goal for his opponent, a pair 
of raised sea ports at spaced positions at the opposite end 
of said land tract each constituting a goal, said sea tract 
being coplanar with the surface of said board and having 
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its said contiguous portion extending into said sea ports, 
a plurality of simulated war playing pieces each having 
a shape related to the shape of the plat or zone on 
which the piece is movable. 

14. The combination of claim 13, wherein a raised 
island of a shape substantially similar to each of said 
hexagonal areas is positioned on said sea tract. 

15. The combination of claim 13, wherein the adja 
cent plats of each area are of a distinguishable color, 
diametrically opposite plats of each area are of the same 
color and adjacent plats of adjacent areas are of the 
same color, and wherein the longitudinally and trans 
versely adjacent Zones are of a distinguishable color and 
the diagonally adjacent zones are of the same color, 
said coloring comprising means for distinguishing the out 
lines of said plats and zones. 

16. A simulated war game apparatus comprising a 
board having a substantially fiat surface and constitut 
ing a playing field, said playing field comprising both 
land and sea tracts, said land tracts comprising a plu 
rality of separated and staggered hexagonal and tracto 
hexagonal areas each of which consists of a plurality of 
triangular plats fitted into said hexagonal and fracto 
hexagonal relationships, said sea tract comprising a plu 
rality of substantially square zones arranged in checker 
board pattern, the sea tract being contiguous with the 
land tract and the zones of the sea tract adjacent to the 
land tract being of modified shape to fit the edge of the 
land tract, Said areas being raised from the surface of the 
board and defining channels therebetween, a plurality 
of communication playing pieces removably received in 
said channels, a pair of raised home bases at spaced posi 
tions at one end of said land tract each constituting a 
starting point for a player and a goal for his opponent, 
a pair of raised sea ports at spaced positions at opposite 
end of said land tract each constituting a goal, said sea 
tract being coplanar with the surface of said board and 
having its said contiguous portion extending into said 
sea ports, a plurality of simulated war playing pieces 
for movement about on the plats and zones on said tracts 
and each having a shape related to the shape of the plat 
or zone on which it is movable, and a financial budget 
indicating means at one end of said board comprising a 
plurality of holes and peg members for reception in said 
holes, each of said playing and communication pieces 
having a predetermined purchase price to be usable in 
the game, said pegs being indicative of the amount paid 
for such pieces. 
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